
Mobile payment at the pump: PACE Drive app now 
available at SuperTank stations in the Netherlands 

Karlsruhe/Amsterdam 10.01.2024 – PACE Telematics, the European market leader for mobile payment at 
the pump, based in Karlsruhe (Germany), announces its collaboration with SuperTank, a leading company 
in the Dutch petroleum industry. From now on, users will have the opportunity to pay for their tank filling 
at SuperTank easily, quickly, and securely via smartphone, smartwatch or their vehicle's infotainment 
system using the PACE Drive app. The innovative payment process via app is based on the company's 
own cloud-based Connected Fueling platform, which is a European leader. 

This is how mobile payment at the gas pump works: 

1. Users select the gas pump they want to use at the gas station.
2. They refuel as usual and authorize the transaction using their preferred payment method

(for fuel terminals, the payment is pre-authorized).
3. The transaction is completed, and they can continue their journey.
4. They receive the receipts digitally in the app as well as by email.

The PACE Drive app offers various payment methods, including VISA, Mastercard, AMEX, PayPal, giropay, 
Apple Pay and Google Pay. Customers can already store their preferred payment method during 
registration and use it directly in the app. To ensure the highest level of protection for customer data, 
transactions take place exclusively after two-stage authentication. The data is always transmitted in 
encrypted form. 

https://www.supertank.nl/


   

 
 
 
About PACE Telematics & Connected Fueling 

The open Connected Fueling platform, operated by PACE Telematics (Karlsruhe, Germany), enables 
mobile payment directly at the pump through a uniform, cost-saving connection of all partners to the 
Connected Fueling cloud system. The independent platform is open to all petroleum companies, service 
station operators, fuel card issuers and POS system providers. In addition, the platform offers flexible 
interfaces and easy-to-integrate SDKs (software development kits) to automotive manufacturers and app 
providers to integrate the mobile payment function into their systems. For more information, please visit 
www.connectedfueling.com. 
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